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SYNOPSIS
The aim of this master´s thesis is to make an integration
of kindergarten and home for seniors. The reason
to mix those two very different cases together is the
special contribution they give each other. The focus in
this project is mainly on the users and the flow of the
building; spatial and social aspects.
From an architectural point of view, the main focus is
integration of the technical as well as the aesthetics
with functional elements made from the architecture,
so the children or the seniors can be creative in their
own way. Nordic architecture will be the theme of the
design as for material properties. This building is going
to take place in Iceland, where the nature and the
contextual surroundings will play an important role.
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INTRODUCTION
MOTIVATION
Nordic Architecture with minimalistic
approach has always been my
inspiration in architecture. At 7th
semester we were introduced to
Nordic Architecture involved with
fine tectonic details and I fell in love.
Dramatic yet calm atmosphere in
architecture matching the context
really blew me away. I was sure that
the theme in my master´s thesis was
to make a building which has a relation
and inspiration to the nature.

Children have a big scale of
imagination. They are spontaneous,
energetic, honest and have a lot of
joy to share. Many of the older people
which are living in an elderly home
have many hours in the day. They are
full of wisdom and are willing to share
it with other persons. The result of
putting these two together can lead
to good cooperation and knowledge
gaining. The children can bring energy
to the elderly and the elderly can teach
the children and tell them stories.
OBJECTIVE

This summer I visited a kindergarten
with good, architectural details.
Everything was really thought through
and in sizes for children in a certain
age. This showed me that good
architectural details can be so much
more than just the function it has to
serve; it gave the kindergarten extra
value for the users.
Later I heard about a collaboration
between a kindergarten and an elderly
home, were the children visit the elders
where that kind of arrangement serves
both user groups good.

Ill. 01
Ill. 01. Iceland
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Formation of kindergarten and senior
apartments, with focus on creativity
through architecture is defined by
peoples intuition, senses and feeling.
In order to achieve these enumeration
for children and seniors their behaviour
must be addressed and common
interest. Despite large age difference,
children and seniors are not so
different and they can contribute
each other into being both active
and patience. With that as a point of
departure in a framework of Nordic
architecture and tectonics, is used as
inspiration for my project.

I want to create a combination of
kindergarten and senior apartments
that encourage the seniors of being
active and the children to gain more
knowledge and learn from the seniors.
That kind of arrangement benefits
both user groups and makes them feel
useful and as a part of a whole.
Achievement of this declaration
is made with integrated design
process, which is my objective for this
semester. With my architectural focus
on integration of the technical and
the aesthetical, use spatial and social
aspects to achieve a good flow for the
users through the building and create
architecture that encourage the users
to be active and social.

METHODOLOGY
INTEGRATED DESIGN PROCESS
Through the years of studying at
Aalborg University, we have been
taught to use Integrated Design
Process as a method to complete our
design. As written in the study guide:

“The final semester sets the stage for
manifestation of the student´s abilities
in designing a good architecture.
The student must define a problem
and display the ability to achieve a
combination of architectural design
and technical solutions in an integrated
whole”.
[Study Board for Architecture and
Design, 2014]

By using integrated design process,
you can be sure that all aspects are
taken into consideration. However
you have to set these aspects in
perspective and combine them
together.

Problem
or idea

Analysis

During the phases of integrated design
process were used different tools to
complete the design. Among these
are:

- Hand drawings
- Digital image processing
			- InDesign
			- Photoshop
- Reference images
- Case studies
- Digital illustration
			- AutoCAD
			- Illustrator
- 3D modelling
			- Sketch up
- Construction calculations
- 3D renders
			- Sketch up
			- Maxwell
			- Photoshop
- Model making

Sketching

Synthesis

Presentation

Ill. 02. Integrated design process
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PROGRAMME
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Ill. 03
Ill. 03.
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USER GROUPS
The relation between architecture
and humans has been discussed and
analysed through the years. Does
the architecture, which is created by
humans create any effects on the
human body and human behaviour?
It shows that anthropogenic
environments affects humans
behaviour and how humans act in their
private and personal life.
CHILDREN
Children are enthusiastic humans with
lots of energy. Although they have
not lived a long life, they know certain
things and should be able to form their
own life and actions. Curiosity and
honesty is one of the main words in
their vocabulary and they are not afraid
of expressing themselves.
ARCHITECTURE FOR CHILDREN
Seen from a children perspective,
architecture has its influence on their
daily life but it is not the only factor
that gets them to express themselves;
learning is also an influencing factor.
Learning is not only the result of
teaching, it is also in same dialogue
with bodies and architecture, and over
time it shape the humans behaviour.
At children institutes, architecture
and interior play its role in behaviour
and helps to define situations. The
architectural design reflects in the
children activities and can take control
over it depending on the sizes and
atmosphere of the facilities. The
explanation of how the space can raise
the children is meaningful. The space
can be defined as a silent teacher
where children can use the form of the
space to different kinds of movement.
Invisible and visible pedagogy is
defined trough architecture, interior
and materials; these instances shape
the children and tell them what they
are capable of doing. In this way
space is no longer a passive form, but
actually a part of the social side.

8

In the modern children institution
the interpretation of the facilities is
inspired by ideas from the childhood,
to protect the children from the adult
community. The child can be raised
by the institution or it can be more
creative, where it get the permission to
create its own education by different
activities or materials, thereby the child
get the opportunity to develop. Both
these points are important to get the
best outcome for children and secure
their future. [Larsen, 2005]
SENIORS
Humans with chronic disease, very
fragile body and in need for constant
care is the first thought of seniors. This
is a very vulnerable statement because
it is not the case for every senior.
Creating architecture for seniors can
be challenging; they are experienced in
life, and that should be respected.
ARCHITECTURE FOR SENIORS
The concept of being active in senior
years should be inspiration to the
architecture. Instead of thinking about
the fragile seniors, think about the
active seniors and the possibilities of
making them more active and most
importantly; make their life count.
“To belong to” can be a design
concept for senior apartments. The
feeling of being useful and taken into
consideration counts in seniors lives
and the fact of give it back to people is
a great inspiration to start a new day.
For them, being noticed and notice
other humans is a big part of their
social society.

An increasingly architectural challenge
is designing of care. Homes for
seniors are changing to more modern
arrangements by combining both care
functions and living with integration
on social aspects. Seniors prefer
spending their years in homely places
that make them be recognisable and
personal resident. Buildings for seniors
are long time investments and should
be carefully considered with good
integration of all aspects; aesthetics,
technical and social. [Brandt et al. 2012]

Ill. 04.
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USER GROUPS
RELATIONS BETWEEN CHILDREN
AND THEIR GRANDPARENTS
Back in the days big families
lived together; from children
to grandparents. That kind of
arrangement was good in a way that
the parents could work while the
grandparents watched the children,
taught them about the old days and
played with them.

“Residents will tell the children stories,”
Rooks said, “and the kids will learn
things from these stories they may
never have learned in a regular school
setting.” [Tuner, 2009]
According to research made by avisen.
dk, grandparents are very important

to get the daily life for families with
children to be a success in relation
to the parents career. Again today,
parents´ are in need for grandparents´
presence to help with their life so
everything fits together. [Bureau, 2012]
Children and grandparents do not live
in the same building and relationship
between them depends therefore
on family situations, where many
children lives in another city than their
grandparents.
Growing up in Vestmannaeyjar has its
advantages and disadvantages, where
you either have your grandparents
living at same place or not. I grew
up with both of my grandparents,
because they lived in Vestmannaeyjar.

?
Ill. 05. Meeting between Seniors and children.
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I consider myself lucky to have
experienced their presence and it has
made me to the person I am today.
When I look back on the things we did
together and what they have taught
me, I think it is sad that everyone are
not able to experience it.
There are many examples of people
moving from Vestmannaeyjar in early
years to Reykjavík, to study at the
university for getting an education,
and never returns again. Thereby, the
parents are alone in Vestmannaeyjar
and cannot enjoy the presence of their
grandchildren. That is why I think it is
good to build a senior apartments and
kindergarten together so these two
user groups can provide each other
with joy and happiness.

RELATIONS BETWEEN CHILDREN
AND SENIORS
The Eden Alternative philosophy
created by Dr. Bill Thomas is a creative
and powerful tool for seniors to
enjoy living and promote life quality.
The vision is to eliminate boredom,
helplessness and loneliness, which
affect seniors in their lives. Creating
diverse daily life with meaningful
interaction, continuing relationship
and opportunities of giving as well
as receiving has showed improved
quality of care with better rates of
satisfaction for every participant. One
of their ten Eden Alternatives principle
is interaction between children and
seniors, and the relationship that gives
old and young the same pathway to
a life that is worth living. They share
same interest in plants and animals for
instance, and that can promote them
to help each other to nurse the plants
and the animals together, despite
the large age different. [The Eden
Alternative Inc. 2014]

The connection between seniors and
children is magnificent and they bound
in a very special way. Examples where
children has visited elderly home has
been positive and the children are
naturally drawn to the seniors. Now
a days, fewer children are growing up
with their grandparents at home and
research shows that they are lacking
on rich learning opportunity. With
collaboration between children and
seniors have the children´s reading
skills improved while the medication
rates among the seniors have reduced.
This arrangement also shows that
children are more aware about
compassion, aging and death, and
should not be afraid of growing old.

But as everywhere else not all seniors
are happy with collaboration between
kindergartens and elderly homes. At
some homes residents lament the
loss of their shared spaces, many of
them will rather sleep in than sharing
their time with the children and flu
outbreaks can also be the childrens´
fault. [Hammer 2011]

“Some of them had sort of lost interest
in living,” Rooks said. “They forgot
how to do a lot of things, because
everything is done for them here. But
that changed when the kids came.
Now, they have an interest in helping
the students. Having the kids here
is giving them a new lease on life.”
[Turner, 2009]

Ill. 06.
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SITE ANALYSIS

Ill. 07.08.09.
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CHOICE OF SITE

ABOUT VESTMANNAEYJAR

ABOUT THE SITE

Location of the site is in
Vestmannaeyjar, an island south
of Iceland, and my hometown. The
reason of choosing this site is because
of the dramatic nature, which matches
the theme and achievement of
Nordic architecture. In order to let the
landscape be a part of the design, it is
important to let the users get in touch
with the nature and get creative at the
same time.

Vestmannaeyjar (Westman Island) is
a group of islands with approximately
15-18 islands located south of Iceland.
The population is around 4.300
inhabitants and they live on the largest
island, Heimaey which is about 13,4
km2. Vestmannaeyjar is without doubt
a pearl of nature, mountains surround
the island, two volcano’s and enrich
sea- and bird life.
[Vestmannaeyjar, n.d.]

Another reason for choosing this
particular site is that I grew up there
and know the feeling of dramatic
nature. In hope, I can pass on my
experience to the design. Also to get
closer to Icelandic building styles and
techniques, as most of my previous
projects are made in Denmark.
In Iceland are other standards for
construction and sustainability which I
want to get into depth with.

Raising children is great in
Vestmannaeyjar because of the short
distances and the fact the island is
a big playground itself, with many
opportunities and relation to the
nature. The memory of growing up
on the island is magical, the big rocks
you could climb in, carefree play
and kids everywhere ready to spend
time together. The greatest memory
of all is during the summers, where
the sun never goes down, and the
day is invincible. The energy you had
was infinite and difficult for parents
to convince children that it is actually
night, although the sun is still up.

Vestmannaeyjar is an active volcanic
system, were two volcanoes are visible
on the island Heimaey. The latest
eruption was 1973 and created the
east part of the island. The eruption
before that is from 5.400 years
ago, and is from the older volcano,
Helgafell. In this eruption created the
lava on my site, called Helgafellshraun
or Helgafells lava, which is the reason
of all the cliffs and rocks on the site.
The reason for choosing a site with
nature elements is to use them as a
part of my design and help of shaping
the building. [Steinþórsson 2001]

Ill. 10. Vestmannaeyjar.
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MICRO CLIMATE
SUN
Summers in Iceland contain long days
and short nights, or no nights at all.
The summer solstice, when the sun
is in furthest point from equator, is
around 21. June where the sun stays
approximately 20 hours on the sky.
Opposite to the longest day of the
year, around 21.December where the
sun is only approximately 4,5 hours on
the sky. In relevance to the project, the
short daylight hours will be taken into
consideration as design parameter.
[The June Solstice, n.d.]
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The wind rose diagram shows that
predominate wind comes from east/
east-south-east in Vestmannaeyjar.
The site is exposed from east, but
with raising landscape to south and
further east including buildings in east
blocking a part of the wind. Using wind
as a parameter is to achieve natural
ventilation as a passive solution and
use the building in order to create
shelter for the east wind.
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Ill. 14. Wind rose for June.
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Ill. 15. Wind rose for a July.
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Ill. 16. Wind rose for August.

Ill. 17.
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SITE ANALYSIS

Ill. 18. The site.

The site is situated on the outskirts of
the western part of Vestmannaeyjar,
which is far less dense part of the
city and mainly surrounded by point
typology of single family houses.
Although the biggest part is family
houses, the typology east and north
of the site small sticks, either in one or
four floors, which contains residential
blocks and townhouses.
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Even though the site is situated on
the outskirts, many activities are in
the neighbourhood; for instance a
golf course, swimming pool and sport
facilities. Including these activities are
also institutes in the area; elementary
school and elderly home. Average
walking time to these facilities is from
five to ten minutes, with the golf course
and sport facilities farthest away.

The main reason for choosing this
site is because of the magnificent
nature around. South and west part
of the site is no man’s land with very
rough nature that can be utilized in the
design phase. Another reason is the
convenience of having a kindergarten
and elderly apartments situated close
to family houses and an elderly home.

Ill. 19. Site section A-A rises three meters.

Ill. 20. Site section B-B rises five meter.

Ill. 21. The site.

Looking at the site section, the height
difference is obvious, with a slope
rising from north to south of five
meters and from west to east of three
meters. It can be a challenging design
criteria with rising site towards south
and should be kept open for buildings
to be placed toward north in order to
minimize shading for the sun.

With these criterias in mind, as the
magnificent view surrounding the
island as a scenic features, will be
carefully considered when designing
and arranging the buildings.
There are two boundaries around
the site, one in east with a road that
leads to a rural part of the island and
the other one in north leads to family

house areas. These roads are quite
calm, but can lead to a speed driving.
The access to the site will be from the
east road, and can therefore be used
to slow the traffic down. There are no
boundaries in south and east other
than nature.
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NATURE

Ill. 24.

Ill. 22.

Ill. 23.

Ill. 25.

Cliffs on site

Ill. 29. Panorama of the site.
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Site

Blátindur Mountain 273m.

Ill. 26.

Ill. 27

Ill. 28.

Heimaklettur Mountain 283 m.

Eldfell and Helgafell volcanoes
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NORDIC ARCHITECTURE
One of the main focal points of Nordic
architecture is nature. Buildings
created with this particular theme as
a point of departure, often comes
in a symbiotic relationship with the
contextual surroundings, where
harmony and distinctive character
takes place in the building. Humans
understanding and connection to the
nature explains their behaviour and
expression, they create special bond
to the nature and behave in different
ways depending on the atmosphere.

Ill. 33. Reindeer Pavillion.

The light is a big influence factor in
creation of atmosphere. In north,
daylight varies much between winter
and summer with very prominent
outcome and is an important design
parameter in the creation of a building,
especially during the winter time where
the daylight hours are very limited and
the sun is low on the sky.
Nordic architecture is sometimes
related to minimalism in use of forms,
materials and construction. Honesty of
natural materials and tectonic details
create an architectural whole, which
underline a quality in buildings and
complete the relationship between
Nordic architecture and tectonics. My
relation to tectonics is described very
well in a lecture by Adrian Carter on 7th
semester, where he put this quote on
his slide:

Ill. 34. Light houses.

Ill. 30. Nordic Pavillion.

Ill. 35. Utzon Center.

“Good architecture is always tectonic
in the sense that it tells the story of its
own making and how it stands up and
how its details are related to the larger
entity” [Carter cited in Pallasmaa 2012]
[Magnúsdóttir et al. 2012]

Ill. 31. Construction.

Ill. 32. Gudbrandsjuvet.
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Ill. 36. Oslo opera house.

ICELANDIC BUILDING CULTURE
Icelandic building history is similar to
Danish. All the same periods have
touched the Icelandic building styles
and they have also been influenced
by buildings in Denmark and Europe.
Although the styles are the same,
the materials are different which give
another expression and experience of
the building.
The majority of buildings in
Vestmannaeyjar are made of reinforced
concrete. The main reason can lead to
that two concrete fabrics are located
on the island. The material to make
the concrete are all located on the
island; gravel from the latest volcanic
eruption, sand and water. However
the cement they use is imported from
Denmark. Timber and steel are also
used as construction materials, but
that is imported to Iceland.

Ill. 37. Harpa concert house.

Building material should withstand
Icelandic weather and nature; extreme
winds, rain, frost and earthquakes.
[Umhverfisráðuneytið, 2012]

Ill. 38. Turf houses.

Ill. 39. Hof.

Ill. 41. Alþingi, stone house.

Ill. 42. Timber house.

Ill. 40. Reykjavík government, concrete.
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technical demands - earthquake
Introducing earthquake as a“new
challenge” for me as a student,
where this parameter is not a focal
point in our education. Therefore are
conceptual parameters used is this
project in order to come closer to
building design in earthquake areas.
South Iceland is an active earthquake
zone and through the past years there
have been a powerful earthquakes
in 2000 and again in 2008. In order
to avoid any complications through
the design, some parameters are
taken into consideration to prevent a
collapsing of the building.
Vertical structural elements have to
be continuous throughout the whole
building and be dimensioned to
prevent too large bending moments
and shear forces through the cross
section. This parameter has to be a

WALL

STIFFNESS CENTRE

WALL

STIFFNESS CENTRE

S

S

S

Ill. 43. Diagram with stiffness centre inspired from [Einarsson, 2012].

part of the initial design to minimize the
moments and forces that are taking
part in the construction. That cannot
receive this kind of loads, which can
result in wrong movements for the
structure. [Einarsson, 2012]
It is necessary that the forces have
more than one direction to follow to
ensure stability of the building in case
of any structural elements collapses.
The best solution to prevent collapse
caused by earthquakes is simplicity
in the structure. If the building mass
is light, the horizontal forces are very
small and does not affect the structure
22

Designing of a building with this
kind of arrangement has to be taken
into consideration that the shorter
columns behave differently than taller
columns when placed in same height.
It is therefore important to define the
shorter columns in relation to the
forces that they have to receive.
If both structures are connected in
such a way that they can be perceived
as a single unit, then they must be
separated with a soft joint that makes
up the difference between the entries.
[Einarsson, 2012]

SHORT

Columns that are relatively thick
according to their height and
restrained to beams are less flexible
when it comes to earthquakes. If
columns size is dimensioned after
larger columns, they are relatively
thicker and have greater rigidity and
provides more resistance when it
comes to receiving horizontal loads,
because tall columns attract smaller
horizontal force and short columns
attract larger horizontal force when
these two are in same height.

TALL COLUMN:
Attracts smaller
horizontal force

TALL

as much as in heavy buildings. In
these cases wind loads can be more
powerful than earthquake load and
the design for wind will thereby cover
earthquakes as well. [EInarsson, 2012]

SHORT COLUMN:
Attracts larger
horizontal force
Ill. 44. Diagram with columns inspired from [Einarsson, 2012].

It is very common in Iceland to found
the building on gravel pads, which
is compressed and has a good
permeability. Usually it is dug down
to hard surface and placed upon an
about one meter thick gravel pad,
where the height of the building is
adjusted very easily. The gravel pad
reduces the power of the earthquake
and minimizes the load that effects the
building. [Einarsson, 2012]

Separate adjacent buildings by joints!
Ill. 45. Diagram with separate buildings inspired from [Einarsson, 2012].
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CASE STUDIES
Leikskólinn Akrar is a
kindergarten located in Garðabær,
Iceland, and designed by Einrum
Architecture in 2010. With a ground
size of approximately 4827 m2 and
kindergarten of 834 m2, leaves much
space for playground which makes
it possible for the children to be
active. The size and spaces of the
kindergarten make it possible to have
maximal 100 children, divided in four
groups.

Ill. 46.
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Division of the kindergarten creates
four group rooms with access to each
other. With this kind of arrangement
it can be possible to join two different
groups together in their everyday
learning. Each group room has a place
to rest, the form is organic shaped with
cuts for opening which can also be
used to plays. This particular element
has acoustics solution in its walls that
absorb the sound and minimizes the
reverberation time, which can be a
big problem in kindergartens. The

kindergarten is very open in relation
to other kindergartens in Iceland, and
has easy access to all the rooms from
shared wardrobe. Additional shared
room is used as a ”motions hall” with
bigger and more open space for the
children. Area for the employees is
placed in the middle, which makes it
easier for them to go between group
rooms and other functions.
[Einrum Akritektar, n.d.] [Leikskólinn
Akrar, n.d.]

Ill. 47. Place to rest.

Ill. 48.
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CASE STUDIES
As a part of the tectonics, the
traditional Icelandic houses are
investigated in order to get inspiration
to the structure of the building and
honesty in materials.
The traditional Icelandic houses
”Torfbæir” was the only building style
in Iceland since the settlement till 20th
century.

As the years went by the ”turf
houses” got bigger and were built
next to each other to make room
for kitchen, storage, bathroom and
firewood storage for example. They
were also connected to the cowshed
and fountain house where they got
fresh water, but that was luxury.
[Hafsteinsson, GL, n.d]

The construction of these houses was
mainly timber construction which was
imported from Scandinavia. Other
building materials such as turf and
rocks were used in building walls.
The structure method of the wall had
rocks located in the bottom to stabilise
the walls and the turf was loaded on
the top of the rocks in many layers.
The durability of these houses
spanned over 60-100 years and
has been reloaded periodically after
collapse. The roofs were also made
of turf and the floors were made out
of soil or timber, depending on the
circumstances.

Ill. 50. Torfbæir, traditional Icelandic houses.
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Ill. 49. Sheep on top of Torfbæir.

interview - design parameter
Kindergarten teacher, Sveinlaug
Sigurðardóttir works at Leikskólinn
Akrar in Iceland. In order to get
information about the kindergarten
habits in Iceland, she was interviewed
which lead to the buildings design
parameters.

Singing together.
Mixed aging groups plays together

Children are aware of the space they enter.
Children thrives best in small groups.
Outdoor play is very active.
Resting area.
Group rooms about 50m2.

Long hallway = RUN!

Shared activities betweeen children and seniors
Chair makes its difference in teaching habits.
Children learn form each other.

Private staff rooms.

Natural light important.
Different users, seperated buildings.

Room formation control childrens activities.
Calender activities.
Children among seniors is beneficial for both users.
“Sports hall”

Low light calm children down.
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ROOM PROGRAMME
Kindergarten 50 children:
Workshop			
Group room			
Shared facilities + storage
Entrance and wardrobe
Toilet + storage			
Kitchen + storage		
Laundry room			
Cleaning rooms			
Staff 				
Storage 				
Motions Hall			
Technical room			

Total area		

70 m2
220 m2
360 m2
125 m2
35 m2
50 m2
20 m2
5 m2
140 m2
10 m2
140 m2
180 m2

Senior
apartments

1355 m2

Senior apartments x14:
Every apartment ca. 74 m2
Entrance
Bathroom
Kitchen
Bedroom
Living room
Storage
Balcony

Shared
facilities for
children and
seniors

Total area			1050m2
Shared spaces:
Workshops			100 m2
Entrance		
90 m2
Toilet			
20 m2

Total area			

210 m2

Parking
55 parking lots 		

1100 m2

Total area		

1100 m2

Overall program:
Kindergarten			1355 m2
Senior homes		
1050 m2
Shared spaces			
210 m2
Parking			
1100 m2

Total area

Kindergarten

3715 m2

Ill. 51.
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Workshop

Workshop

Workshop
Kitchen

Cleaning
Storage
Shared
facilities for
children and
seniors

Entrance

Laundry

Technical
room

Motions
hall

WC

WC

Balcony

Storage

Senior
apartments

Living
room

WC

Bedroom

Kitchen

Entrance

Kindergarten
shared
spaces

Workshop

Staff

Workshop

Entrance

Special
need
room

Group
room

Group
room

Group
room

Ill. 52.

This diagram shows how the main
functions; senior apartments,
kindergarten and shared spaces, are
wound together in a very conceptual
way.

The three biggest circles are the
main functions and the smaller ones
are areas that are parts of the main
functions.

This gives a better understanding of
which functions that are connecting
the main functions together and are
used in both scenarios.
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Ill. 53.
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The vision of this project is to make a combination of kindergarten and
senior apartments which make the users easier to contribute each other
with joy and knowledge. From architectural point of departure, with
contemporary Nordic architecture in mind, is the design part of the project
to create good spatial qualities with focus on light and tectonics.
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sketching
32

Ill. 03
Ill. 54.
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concept development
The initial concept is drawn from the
vision in order to combine kindergarten
and senior apartments with qualities
of architecture, tectonics and passive
strategies. These two very different
cases have to be designed very
carefully with both needs in mind
to make a solution that serves both
users. In order to achieve that, are
the following sketching and detailing
phases used to investigate different
parameters that leads to the best
combination of kindergarten and senior
apartments.

Ill. 55.

Ill. 56.

Ill. 57.

Ill. 58.

Ill. 59.
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Based on the initial concept the
architectural and urban scale
have been explored to gain an
understanding of density and scale
according to various typology, grid
structures as the development of
an educational institute and senior
apartments. Zoning of the buildings
is explored in a relation to passive
strategies and achievement of good
flow through the building.
The primary studies on formation
of the building have focused on the
typology around the site and the
height of those buildings, along with
privacy steps on the site itself and the
nature and climate of Vestmannaeyjar.
As the site has only two boundaries
in north and east, has the building
development focused more on
orienting to south and west, with open
spaces towards south and residents
towards west to enjoy the evening sun.

Plan, sections and facade drawings
has been used in the sketching part to
get deeper inside the building, along
perspective drawings to get a visual
idea of the buildings atmosphere.
Passive strategies has had its influence
on the formation of the building and
been a part of the sketching phase.
The passive parameters such as sun
and wind has effect the shape and the
functions of the building.

Ill. 60.

Ill. 61.

Ill. 62.

Ill. 63.
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Building development
Development of the concept begins
with merging these two very different
functions together in order to create
a sheared space that both users can
enjoy and link them together. The
purpose is to keep the users separate,
as they do different things and duties
every day, but merge them together in
activities they share and can contribute
each other with joy and knowledge.
The kindergarten is placed towards
east to shelter for the wind and the
road, while the senior apartments are
place towards west to create more
privacy for the residents as for them
to enjoy the evening sun, when the
kindergarten gets empty. With pushing
the apartments to west, are created
better qualities for the residents and
every apartment gets small niches
at the entrance which gives more
privacy. This arrangement also helps
with formation of the playground, and
creates a rhythm in it. The shared
facilities are placed towards north
to welcome the sun from the south
into the playground that takes form
in between the two functions. The
shared spaces are pushed into the
kindergarten in order to connect the
two users together. With this push
a little distance between the seniors
and the children is created, which can
be construed in the manner that the
apartments are only thought for the
seniors.

Ill. 64. Two volumes.

Ill. 65. Joined together in shared facilities.

Parking areas are located in north and
south, to get as close to the building
as possible, but without creating any
distraction.
Ill. 66. Pushed into the Kindergarten.

Senior
apartments

36

Shared
facilities

Kindergarten

Ill. 67. Apartments pushed to west.

N

Shelter from roads
Distance between users
Parking seniors

Private spaces

East wind
Playground

Parking kindergarten

Sun
Ill. 68. The whole complex.
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kindergarten development
The kindergarten is west-east oriented,
in order to avoid direct sunlight for
overheating the building. The functions
are placed in a relation of passive
strategies, flow through the building
and the relation they have to each
other.

Motions Hall

“Space educates. Its obviously a
useless simplification, but nevertheless
the room can be seen as a silent
teaching assistant.”[Larsen, 2005]
The group rooms are south oriented to
achieve passive heating, for the reason
that the children spend a big part of
their day in there.

“The most appropriate orientation on
a given site will provide a kindergarten
with sufficient solar gain and natural
light... ...Playrooms in kindergarten
should be positioned so as to enjoy
maximum daylight.” [Kotnik 2011]
In the extension of the group rooms is
the wardrobe, which has a connection
to all the groups and combine them
with the entrance and the exit to the
playground. The employees are placed
in the east side of the building with
view over the two volcanoes that are
located on the island. As they are the
first ones to meet up, the thought
of placing them in east orientation is
so they can enjoy the morning sun
and their facilities are warmer as they
enter. The east side of the building is
the ”backside” of the kindergarten,
which shelters for wind and traffic, it
is the most quiet part of the building
and good for the working atmosphere.
On the west side of the building
are the workshops and one group
room for children with special needs.
Their location have direct view to the
playground and the seniors which
gives the children inspiration to take
part in the activities.
As known for a fact, children are very
active, and that leads to having a
motions hall on the north side of the
building, closest to the seniors. With
that kind of arrangement, the seniors
can be motivated to be more active
and see the children in play, which
quickens the building.

Play
area
Workshop
Staff
Special
group room

Wardrobe

Group rooms

Ill. 69. Kindergarten.
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shared facilities development
Workshops

Entrance Hall

Scene

Seating arrangement

Niches

Stairs

Ill. 70. Shared facilities.

The extension of the kindergarten
are the shared facilities which seniors
and children share together and use
for encouraging and developing each
other in different activities. In order
to achieve these different activities,
diverse functions are placed around in
the building.
Facing north are the workshops
which can be used for more intimate
activities, for instance painting, singing
and acting. These rooms are small
and better to control the children to do
certain things.

“Children, like adults, need to belong to a social
group, to compare ideas and share experiences
with others”.[ed. Ceppi & Zini 2003]

In the middle of the room are niches
which can be used for story telling
or reading and accommodate small
groups. Integrated in these niches
are a scene to perform on. Here the
children, along with the elders can
perform any kind of activities they have
been practicing on.
In the south part of the room is a big
staircase that enable the children to
enter the shared facilities. Positioning
in front of the scene is every other
step merge into one and the result is
seating arrangement for the public.

“The school building should be equipped for
use outside school hours for various activities
which may not be strictly ´scholastic´”. [ed. Ceppi

& Zini 2003]

The western part of the building is
an entrance hall, both for the shared
facilities as for the apartments. This
entrance hall makes it possible to
get the seniors to participate in the
activities that is taking place inside
of the shared facilities, and therefore
encourage them into being active
among other seniors or with the
children.
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apartment development

Bedroom
Balcony

Depot + WC
Entrance

Living room + kitchen

The apartments are developed from
passive strategies in order to achieve
good indoor climate.

Ill. 71. Apartments.
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Living room and kitchen covers the
south part of the apartments, where
they span over west to east. With that
is achieved cross ventilation through
the apartment. The entrance to the
building is on the east side, where
the seniors can enjoy their morning
coffee with a view over the playground
and the two volcanoes. To north are
the bedroom, storage and restroom
located with single sided ventilation. To
west is access to balconies which is
used in the afternoon to enjoy the sun.

Playground development

Terraces

Sand

Play elements

Nature

Ill. 72. The playground.

“The open-air playground is an extension of the
playground and promotes motor development.
It should be as diverse as possible” [Kotnik 2011]

The playground divides into four
functions; terraces, sand, play
equipment and nature. The purpose is
mainly focused on achieving diversity
in children plays with various functions
and therefore encourage them to
investigate different methods in playing
and try something new. Children are

“The playground should be in a sunny spot,
with natural shade as well as additional shading
elements.” [Kotnik 2011]

very different after culture, age and
the way they are raised, therefore the
kindergarten is the place for them to
explore things and try new methods.
The space between the kindergarten
and the senior apartments is grass for
both users to enjoy and spending time

together. There is an opportunity for
the seniors to watch the children play
and teach them how they did it in the
old days. With this kind of arrangement
the seniors can decide if they want to
be a part of the game or if they just
want to see it from a distance, with
visual connection.
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urban concept
The urban concept has focus on
the sloping site, which has formed
the building with assistant from
passive strategies. In order to achieve
privacy in the courtyard, two forms

are extruded from the slope and
connected in north to close it up. This
arrangement faces the facades to the
”mountain belt” that covers the island
from north-west to east and thereby

Buildings have different
hights because of the
slope.

Ill. 73.

Buildings are pushed
together to combine
them.

Ill. 74.

Under the kindergarten
creates a space because
of the height difference,
this space becomes a
part of the buildings and
is used for secondary
functions.
Ill. 75.

Extra story is added
on top to create more
apartments for the
seniors.

Ill. 76.
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emphasizes the beauty of the island
and bring the users closer to the
nature.

architectural concept
On the architectural scale the concept
has drawn its line from traditional
Icelandic houses, ”Torfbæir”, which
have been changed into contemporary
formation of the building. The

building volumes concept addresses
the aspects of Nordic architecture
and creates a balance between the
technical and aesthetical aspects with
focus on experiencing the building

Inspiration obtained
from Torfbæir, traditional
Icelandic houses.

with visual construction and spatial
qualities. By pushing the facade
between the functions into the building
emphasizes the natural light and
creates a brightly atmosphere.

+

Building volume.

=

Those two put together
creates a contemporary
form of the building.

”Pushes” into the building
and different heights
of the roofs creates a
diversity in experiencing
and makes it easier for
the daylight to enter
deeper inside the
building.

Ill. 77.
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detailing
44

Ill. 78.
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combination

Ill. 79. The final form of the two functions combined together.

Ill. 80. Roof inspiration, Mouriz School, Portugal.

The result from the concepts leads to a
building which is inspired from the old
traditional Icelandic houses, both for
kindergarten and senior apartments.
The roof formation is different in both
functions, were the kindergarten roof
is pushed and pulled in all directions
with different heights and angles which
is formed in a tight relation with interior
facilities and functions.
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The roof formation of the senior
apartments are the same in every
house to notice the difference between
the kindergarten and the apartments.
The apartments are divided into
primary functions: living room and
kitchen, and secondary functions:
bedroom, bathroom, storage and
entrance. In the main functions,
the roof is higher in order to make
the living areas brighter and open,

opposite to the secondary area, were
the roof is lower to create intimate
feeling.
Both functions are driven from the
same concept in height of the roof,
where the human scale is taken into
consideration in a way that the two
functions bound together in formation.

shadow studies

Ill. 81. December at 9.00

Ill. 84. December at 12.00

Ill. 87. December at 18.00

Ill. 82. March/September at 9.00

Ill. 85. March/September at 12.00

Ill. 88. March/September at 18.00

Ill. 83. June at 9.00

Ill. 86. June at 12.00

Ill. 89. June at 18.00

The result of the shadow studies
leads to a conclusion of how the
shadow drops from the building on
to the side and create a shade on the
ground. These are useful in a way
that it is easy to see which part of the
day the building shades for the sun
on important places that should be
covered in sun the whole day, or more
important, which functions are placed
in a relation to the sun.

The conclusion of these shadow
studies show that the sun embraces
the playground during the day, as it
is located to south and it continues
to west on the apartments balconies
after noon in midsummer times. In the
afternoons the shadow sneaks its way
back to the playground, at the time the
children are heading home.
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daylight factor
Due to comfort inside buildings the
daylight factor should be appropriate.
For working areas, such as reading,
close work, the appropriate amount of
light is 500 lux or 5% and for class and
play areas appropriate amount of light
is 300 lux or 3%. [Kotnik,2011]

”Lighting intensities should range from
500 lux in areas for activities with close
detail to 50 lux in sleeping and napping
areas.” [Kotnik,2011]
In order to reach this level in building
of 22,6 m. in depth, windows are
placed from the bottom of the floor to
2,1 m. height in order to get the light
as deep into the building as possible.
This gives a great amount of light and
opens the building´s facade for the
users as they get in closer bound with
the outdoor area. To reach deeper into
the building windows are placed on
the roof towards north to get colder
light in, which mixes up with the warm
light from the facade windows that
faces west. With that, an appropriate
amount of daylight factor is achieved in
the building.

Ill. 90. Section that shows light intake.
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”It is important to design the
kindergarten so as to use as much
natural light as available. Daylight
saves energy, floods the interior with
light and brings children into contact
with nature.” [Kotnik,2011]
The facade is pulled into the building
in specific places in order to get
the daylight deeper in the building.
Every placement of each window is
chosen with care, in order to achieve
as good daylight factor as possible
and to create diversity in intake of
light. The windows on the facade are
placed in precise same height on both
floors to get the feeling of the interior
from outside as to frame the roofs
interesting form. The windows on the
roof are creating exciting light in a way
they are placed in a relation to the
interior and how its experience is inside
the building. These windows are not
placed in specific order as the facade´s
windows, in order to create a diversity
and let the windows follow the roof´s
playful form.

The apartments have the same sizes
of windows as the kindergarten in
order to combine these two functions
together. With that accomplishes
great amount of daylight inside of the
apartments, as they have an extra
window placed on top with another
shape that expresses the relation to
the sky and gives a calming skylight
down to the living areas.
The whole building is simulated in
Velux Daylight Visualizer with the
precise placement of windows
openings and correct materials. An
acceptable daylight factor is reached
and shown in the table to right. The
facilities with the lowest daylight factor
are the Motions Hall and the Shared
spaces with the amount of 3 %. This
classifies as an acceptable factor
but could be higher in order to be
more sustainable and save energy
as it needs more electricity than the
other facilities. In order to increase
the daylight factor the building could
be narrowed or bigger and higher
windows could be placed in the
facade. These factors were taken into
consideration, but were prioritised
under factors such as function and
atmosphere.

Daylight factor (%)

8,00
7,00
6,00
5,00
4,00
3,00
2,00
1,00

4,5%

3,5%

3%

Facility:		

(Acceptable DF)

Daylight factor:

Group room 1

(5%)			

5%

Group room 2

(5%)			

4%

Group room 3

(5%)			

4,5 %

Motions Hall

(3%)			

3%

6%

Staff		(5%)			6 %
Shared spaces

(3%)			

3,5 %

Apartment

(2%)			

4,5 %

5%

4% 4,5%

Ill. 91. Daylight factor.
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facade - exterior materials

Ill. 92 Grey zinc panels, roof material.

Ill. 93. Board formed concrete, detail with wood.

To combine the two functions in one,
the material is repeated trough the
whole building. Concrete formed board
is the main character for the materials
combined with warm timber. To match
the theme of this project; Nordic
architecture, were natural materials
chosen to match the surroundings
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and get closer in touch with nature.
As is the concrete produced on the
island and practical to get. Larch
wood is used in the exterior niches
and balconies to bring the warm
atmosphere closer to the users. This
type of wood fades to grey during
aging. The roof is covered in grey zinc

panels, which are maintenance free
and durable. [RHEINZINK,n.d] These
panels interact with the concrete in
the way of their shape and colour. For
instance the Utzon Center in Aalborg
can be named, where its facades
cover grey bricks with grey zinc panels
that harmonises greatly together.

Ill. 94. Facade inspiration, David Zwirner galley, New York.
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interior materials kindergarten

8.

1. Ill. 95.

2. Ill. 96.

8.

3. Ill. 97.

4. Ill. 98.
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Ill. 99.

Interior materials are rather neutral, as the exterior, with inspiration from the nature.
Concrete, wood and linoleum are the main materials in the building to keep the
atmosphere as neutral as possible in order to let the children be creative on their
own without any influence from the building.

”Common to both the organic and the modernist tendency in kindergarten
architecture is the notion of creativity, imagination and fantasy... ...It is the sense
that designing a kindergarten is a philosophy of the imagination which makes this
building type so intriguing to the contemporary architecture.” [Dudek, 1996]

5.

Ill. 100.

6.

Ill. 101.

7.

Ill. 102.

The colours are relatively bright to
achieve good daylight factor inside the
building. The light brown wood colour
is used to make the atmosphere
warmer and more homely.
1. A ”gesture” is added in the shared
facilities with intimacy in mind, here
can small groups locate themselves
in the walls and share an experience,
tell a story or read together. With this
arrangement is better to work together
and get each others attention instead
of being in larger groups.
2. A climbing wall, slide and stairs are
located in the motions hall to create a
diversity among the interior and let the
children be active in different ways.
3. A cabinet unit for the teachers
outdoor outfits is placed between the
entrance hallway and the active area
of the kindergarten. In the middle of
the cabinet unit is an opening for the
children to sit on or climb over.
4. The rest/sleep rooms in every group
room is a small room for the children to
rest in. These ”caves” have a formation
opening of a house, which is repeated
after the form of the building. The
atmosphere of these caves are dark
and quiet.
5. The stairs that combine the shared
facilities to the kindergarten functions
as a seating arrangement in the
other side. In order to bring the warm
atmosphere inside the shared facilities
are the material of the stairs wood.
6. Every room has inbuilt cabins and
shelves in a way that the interior
become a part of the building and
not a single element put in. This gives
also a possibility to install the technical
element easily into the rooms.
7. The group room toilets have a
diaper changing facilities, with a stair
up to the top of the table. With this
kind of arrangement the children can
by themselves move to the top without
the teacher having to use his/her
forces to help.
8. A “functional wall” is placed in the
Kindergarten and the shared facilities
in order to use the same element in
both that bring them together. In the
kindergarten the wall is used to divide
the room as for playing element with
holes in to climb trough. In the shared
spaces this wall is used for the scene,
seating arrangement and division of
the room.
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interior materials apartments

Ill. 103. The apartment.
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The atmosphere of the apartments is bright and warm and the construction
is visible. As mentioned earlier the apartment is divided into two; the living
areas including living room and kitchen, which has a connection to the outdoor
area trough balconies and gardens, and the secondary areas which include
bedroom, bathroom and storage, that function as private areas.
The windows are located in the east and west. These windows covers from
floor to 2.1 m. to get the seniors closer to nature and frames in the view around
the island. The roof of the living areas are higher than secondary functions, in
order to create more openness and feeling of freedom. Because of the high
roof, a gable window is placed high above human scale to get a connection
to the sky and to lead more light inside the apartment. This window opening
creates calm atmosphere and lights up the roof. Opposite of the living areas
is the roof on the secondary functions lower to create more intimacy and
closeness.
The materials in the apartments are nature inspired materials that repeats
themselves from the kindergarten to the senior apartments; the construction
elements are dark brown timber and visual to the residents in order to create
contrast between different materials and colours. The walls are white painted
concrete, in order to brighten the apartment and get higher daylight factor. The
floor is light wooden floor which harmonies with the other materials.
Ill. 104. Inspiration, visual construction and type of floor.

Ill. 105. Inspiration, Apartment atmosphere.
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structure

Ill. 106. Plan drawing of the structural elements.

Ill. 107. Section of the structural elements.
Concrete walls
Rafters
Pitched roof beams, low
Pitched roof beams, top
Columns
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Ill. 108. The chosen structure in perspective.

The structure of the kindergarten is
a collaboration between two parts, a
light and a heavy structure. The light
structure is laminated timber columns,
beams and rafters as roof construction
and columns that stabilise the building
by being continuous trough it in order
to achieve better result regarding to
earthquakes. The heavy structure
consist of reinforced concrete 200
mm. exterior walls and stabilizing side
walls in between. The elevator shafts
in the shared facilities and kindergarten
are also made of reinforced concrete
that functions as a bearing cores/

stiffness centre. The slab rests on the
heavy exterior structure and is made of
200 mm. thick reinforced concrete due
to its span. On the ground floor the
columns , the technical room and the
staircase stabilizes the slab.
To find out the sizes of the columns
and beams for the roof construction
the most critical part of the building is
chosen and calculated with the loads
the structure should bear. This critical
point is defined to be between the
stairs and the functional areas in the
shared spaces, as one of the columns

is taken away in order to make cleaner
view from the staircase. That means
that the calculated loads is putting its
forces down one column.
As mentioned earlier in the report, only
conceptual considerations were taken
regarding to earthquakes, and the
calculates loads are therefore, dead
load, wind load and snow load. See
appendix page 102.
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load combination
To dimension the structure properly,
a correct load combination have to be
determined.
For Vestmannaeyjar, the terrain value
for snow is considered to be 2,2 kN/
m2 following the Icelandic regulations
[Eurocode 1: -Part 2-3].
With the roofs form in mind, the
snow will gather at the bottom of the
roof or in the trough, therefore the
most critical column is chosen and
calculated to define its size. Wind load
influence the structure as well, but
the snow load is effecting the column
more, that is why it is chosen to be
dominant.
In order to calculate the snow load
the following formula is used from
eurocode: s= µI Ce Ct sk
The formula includes the form factor,
exposing factor, thermal factor and
characteristic terrain value.

The form factor is given in DS 410, 3.
udgave, table 16.3.1, with the formula:
µ1 = 0,9 - (a / 100) (see illustration 109)
µ3 = 0,8 + (2a / 75) (see illustration 109)
Exposing factor is 0,6 [FS ENV 19912-3:1995. Eourcode 1, sérákvæði
grein 5.1]. The thermal factor is 1,0,
unless else is specified for the area.
All the variable loads have a partial
coefficient of 1,5. When snow loads
are dominating the wind load has a
combination value of 0,3. The final load
combination:
Ed = (1,0*P) + (1,5*Qk,1) + (1,5*0,3*Qk,i)
With irregular snow distribution the
highest load is right above the chosen
column and beam. Applied loads on
the structure can be seen in appendix.
page 102.

Cross section dimensions of structural
elements:
Column:
35 x 35 cm
Trough beam:
35 x 35 cm
Top beam:
35 x 50 cm
Results:
Analysis of the structure in Robot
shows a deformation of 0,097 meter,
worst case scenario in the pitched
roof top beam, which in this case is
approved to withstand the forces.
To ensure that 0,097m is acceptable
deformation can be proofed by
following the rule of the Icelandic
building regulations regarding
Table 8.01, class A in a relation to
kindergarten: L/200, or 22/200 =
0,11m. [Umhverfisráðuneytið, 2012]
For more detailed informations, see
appendix page 102-105.

µ1

µ1

a1

a2

µ3

µ1 = 0,79 kN/m2
µ3 = 1,09 kN/m2
a1 & 2 = 11°

Ill. 109. Distribution of loads. (Figur 16.3.1.d. Formfaktorer på trugformet tag - DS 410, 3. udgave)
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u-values and details
Roof U-value: 0,121W/m2 °C
Zinc			0,050 m
Waterproof membrane
Studs			0,050 m
Joist & Insulation		
0,225 m
Vapour barrier		
Acoustic plasterboard
0,013 m

Ill. 109. The roof and the top beam.
Wall U-value: 0,328 W/m2 °C
Reinforced concrete
Insulation		
Reinforced concrete

0,01 m
0,01 m
0,02 m

Ill. 110. The external wall.
Foundation U-value: 0,171 W/m2 °C
Linoleum		
Polyethylen film 		
Reinforced concrete
Insulation		
Insulation		

0,027 m
0,0015 m
0,15 m
0,100 m
0,100 m

Roof 		
0,2 W/m2 °C
Exterior wall
0,4 W/m2 °C
Foundation
0,3 W/m2 °C
[Umhverfisráðuneytið, 2012]
The U-values of the building counts as
acceptable in all cases as it is lower
than valid values.
The U-values are relatively higher
in Iceland than in Denmark due to
the natural energy Iceland produces
which gives rather lower energy
costs. As for the indoor climate, the
indoor temperature is acceptable if
the U-values are not higher than valid
value. It can also be discussed as
the average temperature in Iceland in
July is 11,9°C [vedur.is, n.d] can the
temperature not be above 24-26°C
for 100 hours as it has worse building
envelope.
Detailed calculations is showed in
appendix page 106.
The foundation is on a gravel pad in
order to minimize the effects on the
structure during earthquakes.
A detailed drawings were made to get
a better understanding of the structure.
As seen on illustrations 112, 113 &
114 below is the beam bolted to the
external bearing wall and the columns
bolted to the beam. A strong joint
should hold better during earthquakes
and make the building more stabilized.

Ill. 111. The foundation.

Ill. 112. Cross section of the bottom
beam.

The U-values of the building are made
in a relation of the Icelandic building
regulation, which shows in table 13.01
that U-values building elements should
highest be:

Ill. 113. Section of the bottom beam
meeting the external wall.

Ill. 114. Joint section of column and
beam.
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Acoustic
The playroom in the middle of the
kindergarten with the motions hall is
chosen to calculate the reverberation
time for the building, as it is a
critical area which can reflect high
level of noise. Reverberation time
for gymnasium hall is chosen, as it
is expected that the function and
behaviour of the middle room is the
same. As the Icelandic standards
refers to the same standard as their
neighbour-countries, the Danish
standard is chosen. In Danish building
regulation the reverberation time
for gymnasium halls is under 3500
m3, 1.6s. according to chapter 6.4.3
paragraph 3. [Bygningsreglementet]
To calculate the reverberation time is
an excel sheet used and absorption
coefficients, which are defined after
frequencies (Hz). These coefficients are
very accurate in a relation of the used
materials and gives a precise number
of absorption compared to the surface
area.
The disadvantage of this method is
that the excel sheet does not know
the form of the kindergarten, and can
therefore not take the reflection of the
sound and how it bounces between
surfaces into consideration.
The calculated reverberation time is
above 1.6s. in the frequency of 125Hz,
250Hz and 500Hz as it is 0.1s and
0.2s over the estimated time. In order
to achieve expected reverberation time
is to add higher absorbent coefficient
or materials that absorb the sound
better. It is also possible to make the
room smaller and form the surfaces
in a way that it achieves the best
acoustic result as possible.
The chosen room is calculated without
any furniture or playing elements,
that absorb the sound. That is why
the 1.8s in the frequency of 125Hz is
acceptable, as these elements reduces
the reverberation time.
More detailed calculations can be
found in appendix page 107.

Ill. 115. Chosen area, the middle of the kindergarten.

2,0
1,5
1,0
0,5
0,0

125

250

500

1000

2000

4000

Hz

50 children
30 children
0 children
Ill. 116. Table that shows the reverberation time in seconds based on number of children.
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Ill. 117. Inspiration for wall claddings, absorb wood material with spaces between built around column.

Ill. 118. Light and matte linoleum floor inspiration, ‘Kids’ City’ – Modular Kindergarten Proposal / Adam Wiercinski.
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Ventilation

Ill. 119. Ventilation principle, ground floor.

The ventilation principal is to show
how the pipes are driven trough the
building as for which type of ventilation
is chosen for the kindergarten and the
apartments.
In order to achieve good indoor climate
the ventilation are important factor,
that is smell, temperature and level of
CO2. The kindergarten has mechanical
ventilation with heat recovery, the
pipes that lead to the group rooms in
south are placed under the concrete
slab and insulated. Intake and outlet is
places couple of meters away from the
building, in order to get away with the
air coming out of the building. These
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pipes lies in the ground and thereby
achieves a good insulation as the
certain deep of the earth does not get
frozen. The apartments are driven by
natural ventilation, or cross and single
sided ventilation. The reason of having
natural ventilation in apartments in
Iceland but not mechanical is that the
energy is easily produced and thereby
cheap.
The parameters of the year 2020
and sustainability is not as big of an
influence factor in Iceland as it is in
Denmark and therefore is only used
natural ventilation and outlet in toilets
and kitchen in the apartments.

The amount of ventilated air change
is calculated from the CO2 and OLF
factors. The two parameters are
calculated individually in order to get
the result of higher rate to determine
the dimension. See calculations in
appendix page 108.

Ill. 120. Ventilation principle, Apartment section.

Ill. 121. Ventilation principle, first floor.

Ill. 122. Ventilation principle, Kindergarten section.
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Presentation
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Ill. 123.
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SECTION A-A
1:200

SECTION B-B & C-C
1:200

SECTION E-E & D-D
1:200

EAST FACADE
1:200

WEST FACADE
1:200

SOUTH FACADE
1:200

NORTH FACADE
1:200
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Kindergarten and
shared facilities
facades
1:200

WEST FACADE
1:200

EAST FACADE
1:200
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Apartments
facades
1:200
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RENDER KINDERGARTEN

The group rooms are having a warm atmosphere with focus
on variety in play to get the children to be creative in their own
way. Plywood is used as an interior material to create homealike feeling for the children.
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The motions hall is bigger in scale than the group rooms with
more action and speed allowed. The floor is one meter lower than
the kindergarten in order to create a connection between the
childen and seniors. Only a glasswall seperates the users from
each other and it will allow a visual contact between them.

RENDER KINDERGARTEN
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SHARED (VIEW FROM BALCONY INSIDE
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The view from the balconies gives the seniors a view into the
kindergarten and trough the whole building. Here it is nice to
enjoy a cup of coffee or meet a friend in a lively environment while
watching the activities from the motion hall.
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aPARTMENTS

86

The seniors apartments are placed in the most private part of
the site with the west sun facing to the balconies. Here there is a
chance for the seniors to lay back and relax after a hectic day.
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OUTDOOR

88

Perspective from east down to the building. Vestmannaeyjar
stands in winter costume with its magnificent beauty all around
the building. The sloping site gives an opportunity to slide down
the hills on the playground.
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CONCLUSION
With the theme of Nordic Architecture
as a point of departure, this project
has developed into a design with
strong identity in architectural and
urban scale with use of the integrated
design process. This identity gets its
inspiration in the traditional Icelandic
houses “Torfbæir” and plays the role
of a contemporary version which
relates to the theme. The integration
of the technical and aesthetic
aspects has led the project to a
clear direction towards the theme of
Nordic architecture and tectonics,
and tied them close together.
Clarity in the tectonics is showed in
visual structure and completes the
expression of the construction of the
building. The concept intention of
combining the Nordic Architecture
into both urban and architectural
scale is accomplished by emphasising
the scenic features of the island as
the visual construction with material
honesty and spatial qualities.
Although the focus of this project lies
on the tectonic aspects, sustainable
parameters are also taken into
consideration as well; micro climate,
sustainable and durable materials
along with social sustainability. These
sustainable parameters have controlled
the placement and orientation of the
building on the site and brought two
very different users close together.
Although these users have various
needs and accomplished different
things in life, their social status are
aligned during the day and creates
a special connection between them.
In order to create a perfect set up for
these two users to meet, it is taken
into account that they live separate
lives and that should be respected.
During the day the users have
opportunities to meet and socialise in
shared facilities with various functions.
Not only do these facilitates bring them
physically together but also visually.
This reflects on the user groups in a
way that they will use it to the fullest
extend and have the desire to share
their everyday life.
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Ill. 124.
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REFLECTION
Despite a satisfaction regarding
to the project, a critical discussion
will point out some considerations
provoked on designing a combination
of a kindergarten and senior homes
with focus on tectonics and Nordic
architecture. In order to accomplish
a reasonable result in this degree
is a challenging goal to strive for in
only four months with every aspect
precisely examined to the largest
extent.
The schedule for the past four months
have been very tight in order to
result in good qualities in detailing.
Designing of a kindergarten, senior
apartments and shared spaces for
the users have been challenging, on
top of investigating Icelandic building
parameters. That leads to a timetable
that has primary focused on the
shared spaces and the kindergarten,
while the apartments come down to a
lower amount of time.
The average age among seniors
in Iceland is slowly increasing
which makes this arrangement
perfectly valuable to continue with
in the future, especially in a place
like Vestmannaeyjar were young
people are moving away to educate
themselves and only a minority returns
back. This combination is additionally
fully justified in order to decrease
boredom and loneliness among
seniors, which can be a problem as
their own children or grandchildren
may live other places in Iceland.
This project has been solved with the
knowledge from previous semesters
during this education and as our
developing as students has gained a
lot during past five years, has it not
taken an end now although we stand
on this milestone. We will keep gaining
understanding throughout our entire
architectural practise.
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Ill. 125.
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structure
The structure is made in Grasshopper
with a plug-in version to Robot
Structural Analysis, which was
developed at Aalborg University, and
then exported to Robot for analysing
the behaviour of the structure.
The structure is simplified in order to
minimize time, but in a way to get an
acceptable result.
The load combinations are put on the
different elements in Grasshopper. The
snow load is calculated for different
from factors of the roof in order to
distribute the loads correctly, which
are then spread on the roof as line
loads. The wind load is put on the
whole surface it effects and the dead
load is spread evenly on the roofs
surfaces. The support to the ground is
fixed and the section cut of the extra
roof is pinned. The laths are put in as
members that will transfer the loads
to the beams and columns. In order
to get acceptable analysis, materials
are put on the elements in Robot and
analyzed. The top beam has the most
critical deformation, and is adjusted in
the height to withstand its forces.

s=μiCeCtsk (teknisk ståbi p.168)

SNOW LOAD
μi
Ce

1,09
0,6 [FS ENV 1991-2-3:1995. Eourcode 1, sérákvæði grein 5.1]

Ct

1

sk

2,2 [Eurocode 1: -Part 2-3].

kN/m2

1,4388

Screendump from Robot of the snow load distribution, which is
highest in the troughs.

Loads:
Dead load:
1 kN/m2
The dead load is given from the
consulting architecture firm on
Vestmannaeyjar.

Screendump from Robot of the structure.

Wind load
2 kN/m2
The wind loads for wind in
Vestmannaeyjar is given from the
consulting architecture firm on
Vestmannaeyjar.
Snow load
2,2 kN/m2
[Eurocode 1: -Part 2-3 Sérákvæði, kafli
6].

Screendump from Robot of the load bearing elements.
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Screendump from Robot of the forces in z-direction down to ground.

Screendump from Robot of the supports and wind loads.

Screendump from Robot of the maximal deformation, which is in this case 0,097m in top beam.
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structure

Screendump from Robot of the glue laminated timber.

The chosen materials of the structure
are glue laminated timber for the
beams and columns, and reinforced
concrete for external walls. As the
timber is a natural material which
changes its originally form with
moisture and heat is the concrete
more in a originally conditions in a
relation to moisture and heat. These
material are choesn in Robot and for
the glue laminated timber is chosen
GL36h, which is relatively strong
timber. In order to ensure that the
beam and columns do not collapse
in a relation to its loads of snow,
wind and earthquake was the choice
of GL36h decided as it can take
relatively high values in tension and
compression. To be more precise
in choises of glue laminated timber,
could be investigated the most ideal
soulution and see if the calculations
still withstand the loads.
The glue laminated timber was also
chosen in order to the aesthetical part
and how it expresses the experience
in the building. The timber is also
better than steel in a relation to fire, as
the timber creates a layer of charcoal
forms which encloses its core and
maintains its structural ability, while
steel melts in specific degree.
As for the concrete, is the C20/25
chosen which is tested as a cylinder of
20MPa to withstand its forces.

Screendump from Robot of the reinforced concrete.
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The member verification list from
Robot shows that the calculated
structural elements do not collapse.
In the fratio field the numbers from
0,19-0,71 is shown, which means that
the structure is stable. If the number
is higher than 1 it means that the
elements collapse, if the number is
close to 1 the elements are in right
size and if the number is close to 0 the
elements are over dimensioned and
can be changed to value closer to 1 in
order to have a precise dimensioning.
Although this example shows many
elements are over dimensioned it does
not have to be a negative meaning,
because of the earthquake effects.
If the structural elements are a little
bit over dimensioned it means that
they work even better in action of an
earthquake and are therefore better
prepared for the amount of load if their
neighbour element collapses.

Screendump from Robot of the member verification, Eurocodes.
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u-values

U-values

Roof

A

d

λ

λ'

R

Unit

m

m

W/m °C

W/m °C

W/m2 °C

Acoustic plasterboard

0,013

0,025

0,520

Vapor barrier

0

0,17

0,000

Insulation

0,2

0,037

Internal transition

Joist

0,130

0,225

Studs

5,405
0,13

1,731

0,05

0,13

0,385

0,05

1

0,050

Waterproof membrane
Zink
External transition

0,040

Σ

0,313

8,261

U-value:
U 1/( i+αu+ΣR)
U=1/(α
ΣR)

0,121
0 121

External wall

A

d

λ

Unit

m

m

W/m °C W/m °C

λ'

Reinforcedconcrete

0,2

1,7

0,118

Insulation

0,1

0,037

2,703

Reinforcedconcrete

0,1

1,7

0,059

Internal transition

W/m2 °C

R
W/m2 °C
0,130

External transition

0,040

Σ

0,4

3,049

U-value:
U=1/(αi+αu+ΣR)

0,328

Floor

A

d

λ

Unit

m

m

W/m°C W/m°C

Linoleum

0,027

0,3

0,09

Polyethylen film (0,15mm)

0

0,17

0

Reinforcen concrete

0,15

1,7

0,0882

Insulation

0,1

0,037

2,7027

Insulation

0,1

0,037

2,7027

Internal transition

R
W/m2 °C
0,17

External transition
Σ

λ'

W/m2 °C

0,1
0,177

5,8536

U-value:
U=1/(αi+αu+ΣR)
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0,1708

W/m2 °C

acoutsic
The reverberation time was
calculated in order to ensure a good
indoor climate in the building. The
reveberation time of 1,6s. acceptable
for a Kindergarten.
The detailed calculations is showed in
following tables got from Poul Henning
Kirkegaard in different Hz.

Reveberation time
Equivalent absorption area

Material

Areal
S(m^2)

Floor
Floor

Linoleum
Soft floor (mattress

440
55

0,02
0,15

8,8
8,25

0,02
0,25

8,8
13,75

Ceiling

Plasterboard (acoustic)

673

0,1

67,3

0,15

Functional wall
Concrete walls
Timber wall

Painted concrete
Painted concrete
Plywood 3mm with airgap 31,7 mm

160
112
176

0,1
0,1
0,42

16
11,2
73,92

0,05
0,05
0,36

Windows

Window with termoglas wich has 3-4 mm glas

27

0,7

18,9

0,75

Antal

Absorption from persons
Persons
chairs
Absorption in air
v/ 50% RF

125 Hz

S

500Hz

S

100,95

0,2

134,6

0,25 168,25

8
5,6
63,36

0,06
0,06
0,19

9,6
6,72
33,44

0,07
0,07
0,1

11,2
7,84
17,6

20,25

0,8

21,6

0,8

21,6

0,65

Volumen
125 Hz
[m3]
m
mV
2380

250 Hz
m
mV

204,4

1,9

Sstk S
0
0,28
0
0

17,6
33

Sstk S
0
0,32
0
0

4000 Hz

S

0,04
0,7

17,6
38,5

0,05
0,7

22
38,5

0,3

201,9

0,35

235,55

0,09
0,09
0,08

14,4
10,08
14,08

0,08
0,08
0,05

12,8
8,96
8,8

17,55

0,6

16,2

Sstk S
0
0,35
0
0

Sa/stk
S
0
0,35
0
0

0
0

500Hz
1000Hz
2000Hz
4000 Hz
4m-vær mV
m
mV
m
mV
m
mV
0,0004
0,952
0,001
2,38 0,0024
5,712 0,0061 14,518

220,7

1,9

0,04
0,6

2000Hz

S

13,2
1,65

Sstk S
0
0,23
0
0

T=(0,16*V)/((s)+(n*A)+(4*m*V))

1000Hz

S

0,03
0,03

Sstk S
0
0,18
0
0

Total absorption
Efterklangstid

250 Hz

S

1,7

220,8

1,7

2,3

277,1

1,7

2,3

1,4

314,1

2,3

342,8

1,2

1,1

Reveberation time
bls.326
Equivalent absorption area
bls.391
bls.394

Material

Floor
Floor

Linoleum
Soft floor (mattress

440
55

0,02
0,15

8,8
8,25

0,02
0,25

8,8
13,75

Ceiling

Plasterboard (acoustic)

673

0,1

67,3

0,15

Functional wall
Concrete walls
Timber wall

Painted concrete
Painted concrete
Plywood 3mm with airgap 31,7 mm

160
112
176

0,1
0,1
0,42

16
11,2
73,92

0,05
0,05
0,36

Windows

Window with termoglas wich has 3-4 mm glas

27

0,7

18,9

0,75

Areal
S(m^2)

Antal

Absorption from persons
Persons
chairs
Absorption in air
v/ 50% RF

125 Hz

S

500Hz

S

Volumen
125 Hz
[m3]
m
mV
2380

100,95

0,2

134,6

0,25 168,25

8
5,6
63,36

0,06
0,06
0,19

9,6
6,72
33,44

0,07
0,07
0,1

11,2
7,84
17,6

20,25

0,8

21,6

0,8

21,6

0,65

Sstk S
6,9
0,28
0
0

1,9

17,6
33

4000 Hz

S

0,04
0,7

17,6
38,5

0,05
0,7

22
38,5

0,3

201,9

0,35

235,55

0,09
0,09
0,08

14,4
10,08
14,08

0,08
0,08
0,05

12,8
8,96
8,8

17,55

0,6

16,2

Sstk S
Sstk S
Sa/stk
S
8,4
0,32
9,6
0,35
10,5
0,35
10,5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

500Hz
1000Hz
2000Hz
4000 Hz
4m-vær mV
m
mV
m
mV
m
mV
0,0004
0,952
0,001
2,38 0,0024
5,712 0,0061 14,518

227,6

1,8

0,04
0,6

2000Hz

S

13,2
1,65

250 Hz
m
mV

209,8
T=(0,16*V)/((s)+(n*A)+(4*m*V))

1000Hz

S

0,03
0,03

Sstk S
Sstk S
30
0,18
5,4
0,23
0
0
0
0

Total absorption
Efterklangstid

250 Hz

S

1,7

229,2

1,7

2,3

286,7

1,7

2,3

1,3

324,6

2,3

353,3

1,2

1,1

Reveberation time
bls.326
Equivalent absorption area
bls.391
bls.394
Floor
Floor

Linoleum
Soft floor (mattress

440
55

0,02
0,15

8,8
8,25

0,02
0,25

8,8
13,75

Ceiling

Plasterboard (acoustic)

673

0,1

67,3

0,15

Functional wall
Concrete walls
Timber wall

Painted concrete
Painted concrete
Plywood 3mm with airgap 31,7 mm

160
112
176

0,1
0,1
0,42

16
11,2
73,92

0,05
0,05
0,36

Windows

Window with termoglas wich has 3-4 mm glas

27

0,7

18,9

0,75

Material

Antal

Absorption from persons
Persons
chairs
Absorption in air
v/ 50% RF

125 Hz

S

Sstk S
50
0,18
0
0

250 Hz

S

1000Hz

S

1,8

1,9

0,04
0,6

2000Hz

S

0,03
0,03

13,2
1,65

100,95

0,2

134,6

0,25 168,25

8
5,6
63,36

0,06
0,06
0,19

9,6
6,72
33,44

0,07
0,07
0,1

11,2
7,84
17,6

20,25

0,8

21,6

0,8

21,6

0,65

250 Hz
m
mV

213,4
T=(0,16*V)/((s)+(n*A)+(4*m*V))

500Hz

S

Sstk S
Sstk S
9
0,23
11,5
0,28
0
0
0
0

Volumen
125 Hz
[m3]
m
mV
2380

Total absorption
Efterklangstid

Areal
S(m^2)

17,6
33

Sstk S
14
0,32
0
0

4000 Hz

S

0,04
0,7

17,6
38,5

0,05
0,7

22
38,5

0,3

201,9

0,35

235,55

0,09
0,09
0,08

14,4
10,08
14,08

0,08
0,08
0,05

12,8
8,96
8,8

17,55

0,6

16,2

Sstk S
Sa/stk
S
16
0,35
17,5
0,35
17,5
0
0
0
0
0

500Hz
1000Hz
2000Hz
4000 Hz
4m-vær mV
m
mV
m
mV
m
mV
0,0004
0,952
0,001
2,38 0,0024
5,712 0,0061 14,518

232,2
1,6

1,7

234,8
1,6

2,3

293,1
1,3

2,3

331,6
1,1

2,3

360,3
1,1
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ventilation
Atmospheric comfort
c=c i +10*(q/V L )
V L =(10*q)/(c-c i )
Airchange recording to OLF:

n=V L /V R
Symbol

c
ci
q person
q bygning
A floor
VR
VL
n

3,52

h

Units
decipol
decipol
olf

Values
1,4
0,1
16

olf

5,5

m2
m3

55
169

Airchange l/s m2

L/s

165,38462

3,006993007

-1

3,5229859

h

Airchanging recording to CO 2:

n=V L /V R
Symbol

0,74
Units
m3/m3
m3/m3
m3/h

Values
0,001
0,00035
0,0816

A floor

m2

55

VR

m

VL

m /h

125,53846

-1

0,7428311

c
ci
q person

n

104

-1

3
3

h

169

h

-1

Airchange l/s m2
34,87179487
0,634032634
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